
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a brand marketing. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for brand marketing

Ability to own a broad area and move fast
How to focus on the critical few and balance multiple stakeholders and
priorities
Compiling, assessing, analyzing, and reporting results of sales performance
and category/competitive performance and trends to inform business
strategies and recommendations for content formats across all channels
(print, apps, YouTube videos, entertainment, etc)
Providing input into strategy development, including recommending
opportunities for integration of business analysis and market trends into
current strategy
Coordinating with internal and external cross-functional teams to manage
milestones/schedules, sharing and tracking of assets and information,
execution and assessment of marketing plans and campaigns, and
management/tracking of budgets, to ensure successful outcomes
Assisting with authoring business briefs, and managing internal and/or
external partners from concept through production and delivery for specific
digital video initiatives as necessary
Lead in the development and execution of advertising strategies and tactics
including the development of positioning, media buy and acting as the
relationship manager for the external agency
Lead in the development and execution of event marketing strategies for key
distribution partners
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Qualifications for brand marketing

Experience working with Marketing Automation systems a HUGE PLUS
Experience with social platforms and social management sites a plus
Experience quantitatively and qualitatively analyzing the competitive media
landscape, analyzing media mix models to develop measurable media
channel strategy and plans
Demonstrated experience developing consumer pan–India ad campaigns,
showing success in driving new or existing brand/product awareness and
consideration in both established and developing markets
Management skills leading both high performing direct and indirect reports
and internal clients, across campaign management, media management,
channel management and advertising creative development
Experience driving the collection of market intelligence


